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PVbased distributed generation (DG) systemsmust have some electrical connection standardswhile they connected to an electrical
grid. One of these electrical conditions and the most important one is unplanned islanding condition. Islanding is a very dangerous
condition because it could damage the PV system and related electrical systems and also working people have been at risk in
islanding condition. In this application study, a new communication based islanding detectionmethod was introduced for grid tied
PV systems. A real time controller was developed with Labview for detecting islanding condition. Developed method is a hybrid
method which uses the effective ways of communication based and passive methods. The results obtained from the proposed
real time islanding detection method show that proposed method is reliable, robust, and independent from load and inverter.
Nondetection zone (NDZ) is almost zero and islanding detection time is approximately 1-2 cycles indicated in experimental results
so this time has a significant short response time according to IEEE 929-2000 standard. The proposed method is effective and
presents a realistic solution to islanding so it could be implemented easily to grid tied PV systems and could be used in real system
applications.

1. Introduction

Solar energy is one of the most promising renewable energy
resources in distributed generation (DG) [1] and photovoltaic
(PV) technology has been rapidly developed in the last
decade [2]. Grid tied PV systems also have been coming into
prominence in DG systems in parallel to this development.
There have been some restrictions for PV systems such as
connecting them to the utility grid just like the reliability of
the grid, providing high power quality, and safety interaction
with a PV system. In grid tied PV systems, particularly, the
connection and balance of the PV system to the utility grid
have to get some technical requirements when connected
to the electrical grid. Power quality, safety interaction, and
reliability of the utility are important subjects for grid tied PV
power generating systems, but islanding is maybe the most
important subject to this restriction for PV systems providing
reliable connection and continous operation with the grid.

Abnormal operating conditions of the grid affect the PV
system [3]; so PV system has to be avoided from islanding

situation which is maybe the most important safety problem
in a grid tied PV system. Islanding operation is defined in
a DG as a situation while a grid tied PV system continues
feeding the load, despite disconnection of the electrical grid
from the load [4]. Islanding operation can cause damage
both in the PV system and the grid so this situation has
to be prevented when it occurs. In islanding situation, grid
voltage and grid frequency are not stable and these values
change from the grid reference values so a circuit breaker
(CB) connected between the grid and the point of common
coupling (PCC) must be used for opening the circuit during
islanding mode. Meanwhile, DG still supplies the power to
the local load if CB cannot be controlled to open the circuit
[5]. Voltage shutdown, equipment failure, and short-circuit
situations cause the unpredictable interruption of the grid
and these abnormal situations cause islanding operation in
a PV system [6].

There have been two islanding operations and one of
them is the intentional islanding and the other one is defined
as the unintentional islanding [7]. Intentional islanding is
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Figure 2: Islanding in a grid tied PV system.

used for creating a power island when a disturbance occurs
and this mode sectionalizes the utility system for this aim.
Also a power management plan must be operated in an
intentional islanding which is created for supplying the local
load constantly by DG. Intentional islanding is generally a
planned operation organized by the grid authorized people
so it is not harmful to the power system [8]. However,
unintentional islanding can damage the grid due to losing the
synchronization of electrical grid by causing the significant
change of power system stability. As a result, this situation
causes the voltage and frequency to be out of desired
grid reference ranges and this condition can cause damage
to the electrical devices and equipment of the system in
islanded DG part. There is also a dangerous situation for
the authorized people who work in the grid tied PV system
because they cannot realize that DG continously supplies
power to the islanded part of the system and this situation is
a dangerous safety problem in the system. Even defining this
problem in a grid tied PV system is an enough criterion for
understanding the importance of the islanding so islanding
should be detected as soon as possible and this situation
always should be considered by the authorized DG people
and companies.

Consequently, a DG consists of a PV system and should
be disconnected from the local load by using a circuit
breaker which is triggered by a generated control signal
due to the fact that these restrictions [9]. Today, there have
been many islanding detection methods and algorithms in
the literature [10]. Generally, these islanding methods are

classified into two main methods called local and remote
detectionmethods. Remotemethods are related tomeasuring
system parameters at a DG, in case local methods use a
communication basedmethod betweenDG and the grid.The
fundamental classification of islanding detection methods
[11] are also shown in Figure 1.

2. Islanding Detection Methods

There are a lot of methods for detecting an islanding condi-
tion and these methods use different parameters to achieve
islanding detection. Islanding operation is defined in a DG as
a situation while a grid tied PV system continues feeding the
load, despite disconnection of the electrical grid from the load
[12]. Islanding condition in a grid tied PV system is indicated
in Figure 2. Voltage and frequency of the system change
from reference values in an islanding condition so the grid
should be disconnected from the grid tied PV systemwithout
causing any damage in the system. Because of this, islanding
detection methods have an important role in detecting the
islanding in a grid tied PV systems.

Passive, active, and communication methods are gener-
ally researched in the literature for islanding detection in grid
tied PV systems, but there have been some restrictions about
these methods for using them in practical applications.

Passive methods are preferred in PV based DG systems
because of their easy implementation and practical solution
to the subject and these methods are thought to be the
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fundamental detection methods for detecting islanding. In
addition, passive methods do not cause any change in power
quality. Besides, passive methods have some drawbacks like
having a large nondetection zone (NDZ) and setting thresh-
old values with difficulty and these methods are unsuccessful
for islanding detection, especially the power balance of the
load and the PV system [13]. General operation of passive
methods could be seen in Figure 3.

NDZ shown in Figure 4 is very small in active methods
compared to passive methods and NDZ can be ignored as

having high quality (𝑄) factor loads. There is a disturbing
signal which is used in active methods and also over/under
voltage and frequency passive methods are used behind
active methods so this condition changes the power quality
of the system. Power quality changes significantly in active
methods, especially connecting more inverters to the same
DG [14].

Active methods use a disturbing signal for detecting
islanding mode of operation. When the grid is connected,
disturbance signal changes in very small limitations, but
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when the grid is disconnected from PV system disturbance
signal has a significant change compared to the normal
running condition. Figure 5 also shows the general structure
of active methods in islanding mode of operation.

Communication based methods have the best perfor-
mance, compared to the passive and active methods; because
of these methods all circuit breakers are monitored by the
control system. Installing sensors and telecommunication
devices to the system makes these methods have high system
and operating cost. Therefore, communication based meth-
ods are generally used in high powered systemshaving critical
loads so power quality does not change and the system is
stable. In addition, thesemethods are used for the system cost
is not important, compared to power quality of the system.
The general structure of communication based methods also
is shown in Figure 6.

Islanding is an important problem to solve in grid tied
PV systems because it could cause serious problems like
damaging equipment in PV system and having danger of
death for working people.There have been some standards to
define some criteria and restrictions for grid tied PV systems
in islanding mode of operation. IEEE-1547, IEEE 929, IEC-
62116, and Japanese standards especially are important for
islanding.

Table 1 shows the criteria of some standards about island-
ing in a grid tied PV system. Islanding detection time, quality
factor, allowed frequency, and voltage ranges are indicated in
Table 1. The quality factor is selected to be “1” in IEEE-1547
and IEC-62116 although quality factor is 2.5 in IEEE-929. In
Japan quality factor is selected as zero. Islanding detection

time is proposed to be maximum 2 seconds and this time is
500ms for passive methods and 1 second for active methods
in Japan. This criterion explains that islanding should be
detected andPV system should be disconnected from the grid
in maximum 2 seconds in any islanding detection method.
Frequency and voltage threshold values change compared
to the defined electrical criteria of each country so it is
important to define threshold values for each country.

Reducing the NDZ, getting a stable power quality, and
reducing the system cost in a DG are the main subjects in
hybrid methods. Hybrid islanding methods use both active
and passive methods behind their algorithms, but today
hybridmethods are used only in Japan for real systems [15]. A
comparison of current islanding detection methods is shown
in Table 2.

Passive methods have a large NDZ and in matching
powers of inverter, load, and grid they could have a failure
to detect islanding. Active methods have almost no NDZ but
they have a power quality problem in the system. Hybrid
methods are still suggestion levels. Communication based
methods are maybe the best solution for islanding but they
have extremely high system and operating cost [16–20].

As a result, from the literature review, nearly all detection
methods have no complete solution to the subject. There
have been some limitations about these methods and these
limitations are given below.

(i) NDZ causes a failure in islanding detection methods.
(ii) There have been power quality and system stability

problems in many methods.
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Table 1: Current standards for islanding detection.

IEC 62116 IEEE 1547 IEEE 929 Japan
Quality factor 1 1 2.5 0

Detect. time 𝑡 < 2 s 𝑡 < 2 s 𝑡 < 2 s Passive: 𝑡 < 0.5 s
Active: 0.5 < 𝑡 < 1 s

Allowed frequency range 𝑓
0
− 1.5Hz 59.3 Hz 59.3 Hz Selected value
𝑓
0
+ 1.5Hz 60.5 Hz 60.5 Hz

Allowed voltage range 𝑉 ≤ 0.85𝑉
0

𝑉 ≤ 0.88𝑉
0

𝑉 ≤ 0.88𝑉
0 Selected value

𝑉 ≥ 1.15𝑉
0

𝑉 ≥ 1.10𝑉
0

𝑉 ≥ 1.10𝑉
0

Table 2: A comparison of current islanding detection methods.

Features Local methods Remote methods (communication based
methods)

Passive Active Hybrid PLL SCADA

Operation principle Measuring the PCC
parameters

Adding a disturbance
signal to the grid

A combination of
active and passive
methods

Grid impedance
change in PCC

Using receiver and
transmitter
sensors between
DG and grid

NDZ Large Small Small No No

Response time Short Shorter than passive
methods

Longer than active
methods Fast Faster

Detection failure
Yes, when matching
powers of inverter,
load, and grid

Yes, only in high
quality factor

Smaller than active and
passive methods

No, except a few
specific conditions

No, except a few
specific conditions

Effect on dist. grid No Yes Yes, but smaller than
active methods No No

System cost Minimum cost Average cost High cost Very high cost Extremely high
cost

Multiple inverter
connection No Yes Yes No No

Effect on power
quality No Decreases the power

quality of the system

Decreases the power
quality of the system,
but with smaller effect
compared to active
methods

No No

(iii) There is a false operation when connecting a lot of
inverters in a grid tied PV system.

(iv) Installing additional circuits or equipment to the sys-
tem increases the system and implementation costs.

Most of the proposedmethods are still in suggestion level
and there have been a few experimental studies about this
subject because of the mentioned limitations like nondetec-
tion zone (NDZ), power quality, and local load problems.
Consequently, PV based microgrid systems need practical
and generalized experimental researches that could be widely
used in real system applications. Also, there have not been any
practical and generalized existing experimental methods that
can be widely used in real system applications. Besides, there
have been also some innovative and practical studies about
this subject recently [21–28].

3. Proposed Islanding Detection Method

A lot of methods focus on investigating the point of common
coupling (PCC) so all of them are limited to used load and
have a NDZ problem. In this study, a new communication
based islanding detection method was introduced for grid
tied PV systems. A real time controller was developed
with Labview and its useful tools for detecting islanding
condition. Developed method is a hybrid method which
uses the effective ways of communication based and passive
methods. In the proposed method, grid, inverter, and load
are monitored differently from other methods and loss of
mains is checked with controlling the voltages, currents,
frequency, and active powers of the whole system. If one
of them goes to zero or outside the selected threshold
values, digital signals are generated to control circuit break-
ers. Thanks to this structure, breakers clear the fault only
in a few cycles and islanding is independent from the
load.
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Differences in threshold values of grid voltage and grid
frequency are detected via proposed islanding detection algo-
rithm. Figure 7 indicates the proposed islanding detection
algorithm. In this structure, first of all voltages, current, active
power, and frequency values of grid, load, and inverter output
are measured. Threshold values continuously are controlled
in real time and if threshold values are over/under selected
threshold values, control system waits for 5 cycles to check
the islanding condition and then a trigger signal is generated
for opening circuit breakers where connected grid, load, and
inverter output sides.

Grid tied PV system model and islanding detection
system model were developed in Simulink before designing
the experimental test bench. Figure 8 shows the general
structure of proposed PV system connected to the grid and its
islanding detection block diagrams.The PV system generates
the electrical power and interacts with the grid. If grid voltage
or frequency is out of the limitations, circuit breakers were
tripped and the PV system disconnected from the grid.

The proposed method has been tested for when the
grid voltage is 260V (rms) which provides the “300V <
𝑈
𝑛
< 253V” condition. When the grid voltage increases

up to 253V, the control system waits for 5 cycles to check

the islanding condition, and then a trip signal triggers the
circuit breakers. The meaning of 𝑈

𝑛
has been provided. The

developed simulation system also has been tested for different
load conditions. Figure 9 shows the resistive load (200W)
condition. Figure 10 shows an inductive load condition
(200W and 400VAR), and Figure 11 also shows a capacitive
load condition (200W and 400VAR).

4. Experimental Study and Results

In this section, grid tied prototype PV system was created
in the laboratory and proposed hybrid islanding detection
method was described in detail. In general, developed grid
connected PV system consists of four main units. These are a
PV array, DC/DC converter, inverter, and the electrical load.
One kW installed power, PV array shown in Figure 12 was
used in developed experimental system. Islanding detection
of the PV systemwas investigatedwith designing an islanding
detection test bench in the laboratory after setting up the grid
tied PV system.

In application, a hybrid method was researched for grid
tied PV systems to detect islanding so an experimental test
system was set up in the laboratory. The general blocks of
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Figure 8: Simulation model of the proposed islanding detection method.

developed grid tied PV system is indicated in Figure 13. The
output of the PV system was used as a DC supply and a
current source inverter was used as a power conditioning
unit.

Inverter, load, and grid sides of the PV system were
controlled via Labview data acquisition (DAQ) card. Unlike
other islanding detection methods, the proposed method
monitors all sides of the PV system so it is independent from
local load and NDZ which is the most important problem
of the islanding detection methods. Electronic measurement
cards (EMCs) were used for obtaining the parameters like
voltage, current, and frequency and 0–10V analog con-
trol signals are determined compared to these parameters
for controlling the system by giving them to the analog
inputs of the Labview DAQ card. The proposed islanding
algorithm was developed by using Labview and its useful
tools.

Developed test bench for islanding detection shown in
Figure 14 consists of EMCs, solid state relays as circuit
breakers (CBs), and Labview DAQ card for monitoring and
controlling the system. Analog outputs of the EMCs drive
the analog inputs of the Labview DAQ card and all of the
parameters of the PV system were obtained thanks to this
way. Obtained parameters were determined by developing
anti-islanding detection software with Labview and its useful
tools. Also, all sides of the PV system were monitored in real
time thanks to developed software. The proposed method

is easily implemented and generally used because of this
structure.

TheEMCs and circuit breakers can be easily implemented
in designing system and minimal hardware is required for
implementing the system. The proposed method is also
inverter resident so it proposes a robust and reliable solution
to the subject.

The EMCs and circuit breakers are also shown in Fig-
ure 15. Developed Labview based application software mon-
itors all parameters of the PV system. There are three circuit
breakers in the system and voltages, currents, frequency, and
active powers of the system are monitored continuously in
the PV system. These breakers are switched to controlling
the PV system. Developed electronic measurement cards are
also shown in Figure 15 as indicated A, B, and C.The loading
banks used in the experimental test system are also shown in
Figure 16.

Developed Labview based application software monitors
all parameters of the PV system and detects islanding when
it is occurring. Figure 17 explains the grid tied PV system
in normal operating condition and interaction with the grid
and the local load. Active power produced by the PV system,
requested active power, and transferred power to the grid can
be seen in real time and also many parameters like voltage,
current, and frequency can be monitored.

There are three circuit breakers in the system and currents
and active powers of the system are monitored continuously
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= 400VAR).

in the PV system. These circuit breakers are switched when
islanding occurred and PV system is isolated from the grid
independent from the load. Solid state relays were used in the
experimental system for shortening the disconnection time of
the system.

Differences in threshold values of grid voltage and grid
frequency are detected via proposed islanding detection
algorithm. In this structure, first of all voltages, current, active
power, and frequency values of grid, load, and inverter output
are measured. Threshold values continuously are controlled
in real time and if threshold values are over/under selected
threshold values, control system waits for 5 cycles to check
the islanding condition and then a trigger signal is generated

for opening circuit breakers where connected grid, load, and
inverter output sides. Selected grid threshold values for this
experimental study also could be seen in Table 3.

Developed islanding detection method continuously
evaluates the feedbacks from the PV system and controls
all of the system. When islanding occurred, circuit breakers
are switched immediately and PV system is disconnected
from the grid. Developed software interface in real time
for under frequency condition is shown in Figure 18(a).
When the grid frequency decreases to 49.7Hz as shown in
Figure 18(b), control system waits for 5 cycles to check the
islanding condition and then a trip signal triggers the circuit
breakers.
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Figure 12: Used PV array for grid tied PV system.
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Figure 14: The developing islanding test system in laboratory.
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C

Figure 15: Developed electronic measurement cards and circuit breakers.

Figure 16: The loading banks used in the experimental test system.

When islanding occurred, circuit breakers are switched
immediately and PV system is disconnected from the grid.
Circuit breaker of the grid (CB grid) and circuit breaker of
the inverter output (CB inverter) are triggered by generating
control signals and these circuit breakers are switched for
disconnecting PV system from the grid. This situation is also
indicated in Figure 19.

In experimental studies, electrical load specification was
selected as 𝑅 = 300Ω, 𝐿 = 0, 16H, and 𝐶 = 2,5mF.
These parameters define a resonance condition (50Hz) and

this is the worst scenario for islanding detection. Besides,
active powers of the load and the grid were made equal to
approximately 185W while generating active power nearly
370W from inverter. In this situation, grid current was
observed in real time as in Figure 20. After recognizing over
frequency condition, the systemdetects islanding in 1-2 cycles
and then waits for 5 cycles for checking the fault. Circuit
breakers clear the fault approximately in 2-3 cycles under this
load condition. It can be seen that detection time is only 1-2
cycles in proposedmethod and all detection and fault clearing
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Figure 18: Frequency change of the system in real time (under frequency condition).

time is acceptable compared to IEEE 929-2000. The active
power of load for under frequency condition is also shown
in Figure 21.

Developed islanding detection method continuously
evaluates the feedbacks from the PV system and controls all

of the system. When islanding occurred, circuit breakers are
switched immediately and PV system is disconnected from
the grid. Developed software interface in real time for over
frequency condition is shown in Figure 22(a). When the grid
frequency increases to 50.3Hz as shown in Figure 22(b),
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Figure 19: Control signals of circuit breakers for under frequency condition.
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Figure 20: Grid current change for under frequency condition.

Table 3: Selected grid threshold values in experimental system.

Selected threshold
values Experimental Study IEEE 929-2000

Over voltage 253V (rms) 253V (rms)
Under voltage 195V (rms) 195V (rms)
Nominal voltage 220V (rms) 220V (rms)
Over frequency 50.2Hz 59.3Hz
Under frequency 49.8Hz 60.5Hz

control system waits for 5 cycles to check the islanding
condition and then a trip signal triggers the circuit breakers.

In experimental study, electrical load specification was
selected as R = 576Ω, L = 0, 16H, and C = 2, 5mF. This

parameter defines a resonance condition and this is the worst
scenario for islanding detection. Besides, active powers of the
load and the grid were made equal to approximately 100W
while generating active power nearly 200W fromPV inverter.
In this situation, grid current was observed in real time as in
Figure 23.

Over voltage and under voltage threshold values were
also determined in developig islanding detection methods.
Developed software interface for over voltage condition is
indicated in Figure 24. When the grid voltage is over defined
threshold value (253V), control systemwaits for checking the
islanding condition and then a trigger signal is generated for
circuit breakers and islanding is detected. Figure 25 explains
this situation. Grid voltage increases over the threshold value
253V, circuit breakers are switched off, and PV system is
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Figure 24: Software interface for over voltage condition.
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Figure 25: Control signals of circuit breakers for over voltage condition.

disconnected from the grid. Grid voltage for over voltage
condition is also shown in Figure 26.

Developed software interface for under voltage condition
is indicated in Figure 27. When the grid voltage is under
defined threshold value (195V), control system waits for
checking the islanding condition and then a trigger signal
is generated for circuit breakers and islanding is detected.
Figures 28 and 29 explain this situation. Grid voltage
decreases under the threshold value 195V, the circuit breaker
is switched off, and PV system is disconnected from the grid.

5. Conclusion

In this study, a new communication based islanding detection
method was developed for grid tied PV systems. Developed
method is a hybrid method which uses the effective ways of
communication based methods. Islanding detection time is

approximately 1-2 cycles even in a resonance condition, and
active power compatibility for islanding detection and this
condition was indicated in experimental results. The results
obtained from the proposed real time islanding detection
method show that proposed method is reliable, robust, and
independent from load and inverter. Nondetection zone
(NDZ) is almost zero and islanding detection time is approx-
imately 1-2 cycles indicated in experimental results, so this
time has a significant short response time compared to IEEE
929-2000 standard. In the study, also a simulation model was
developed by using Matlab Simulink. The proposed method
generates a general solution to the problem and presents a
realistic and practical solution compared to other methods.
It can be easily adopted to grid tied PV systems and has
a reliable and robust solution to the islanding condition.
Consequently, it could be implemented easily to grid tied PV
systems, and it could be also used in real system applications.
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Figure 27: Software interface for under voltage condition.
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Figure 28: Control signals of circuit breakers for under voltage condition.
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Figure 29: Grid current and voltage obtained from EMCs for under voltage condition.
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